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A B S T R A C T

Using exact computer arithmetic, it is possible to determine the (exact) solution of a numerical model without any
rounding error. For such purposes, a corresponding system of equations should be exactly defined, either directly
or by rationalising the numerically given input data. In the latter case, there is an initial round-off error, but this
does not propagate during the solution process. If this system is exactly solved first and then using floating-point
arithmetic, the convergence of the numerical method easily follows. As an example, the IRM–CG, which is an
alternative to the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method and a special case of the more general Iterated Ritz Method
(IRM), is verified. The method is not based on conjugacy; therefore, restarting strategies are not required, while an
overrelaxation factor and preconditioning like techniques could be easily adopted. The exact arithmetic approach
is introduced by means of a simple example and is then applied to small structural engineering problems. The
perturbation of the displacement increment and the different condition numbers of the system matrix are used to
check the stability of the algorithm. Interestingly, a large difference in the number of steps between the exact and
numerical approaches is detected, even for well-conditioned systems. According to the tests, the IRM-CG may be
considered to be stable and useful for not well-posed or well-posed but ill-conditioned models. Because the
computer demands and execution time grow enormously with the number of unknowns using this strategy, three
possibilities for larger systems are also provided.
1. Introduction: The Iterated Ritz Method

The Iterated Ritz Method (IRM) is an iterative approach to solving the
symmetric positive definite (SPD) system Ax ¼ b based on successive
minimisation of the corresponding energy (the quadratic function)

f ðxÞ¼ 1
2
xTAx� xTb (1)

inside a small subspace formed at each step [1]. The main strategy is to
present solution increments by the Ritz idea:

pðiÞ ¼ΦðiÞaðiÞ (2)

where ΦðiÞ ¼
�
ϕ1;ðiÞϕ2;ðiÞ…ϕm;ðiÞ

�
is a matrix of linearly independent co-

ordinate vectors (that form subspace) and aðiÞ is the vector of corre-
sponding coefficients. Using this approach, the energy decrement
achieved by (2), is also presented in the quadratic form
4 October 2019; Accepted 10 Jan
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Δf ðaðiÞÞ¼ 1
2
aTðiÞAðiÞaðiÞ � aTðiÞrðiÞ (3)

where AðiÞ ¼ ΦT
ðiÞAΦðiÞ and rðiÞ ¼ ΦT

ðiÞrðiÞ are the SPD generalised (Ritz)
matrix and residual vector, both of orderm. Minimisation of (3) leads to a
system of equations that should be solved at each step:

AðiÞaðiÞ ¼ rðiÞ (4)

This is a very small system, because only several coordinate vectors
are applied ðm≪ nÞ. The solution is used to find the increment in (2), and
xðiþ1Þ ¼ xðiÞ þ ωpðiÞ is subsequently updated.

Coefficient ω 2 ð0;2Þ is the relaxation factor, known from the Suc-
cessive Overrelaxation method, and might improve the convergence.
Some optimal ω exists, but they vary for every unknown and solution
step. Moreover, the determination is usually more ‘expensive’ than the
benefit of possible improvement. Generally, ω may be guessed by intui-
tion or experience, and kept constant during the solution process.

The residual is recursively defined as rðiþ1Þ ¼ rðiÞ � ωApðiÞ and should
always be corrected after some (say k) number of steps using the equilibrium
uary 2020
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relation rðiþ1Þ ¼ b� Axðiþ1Þ, because of accumulated round-off errors. The
process is terminated after the convergence criterion is reached, i.e. k rðiÞk2 �
ε k rð0Þk2, where ε is a very small positive number. To avoid useless calcula-
tions (if the algorithm has trouble converging) the maximum number of steps
(nmax) should also be defined. Simple pseudocode, with sequence of in-
structions common for iterative solutionmethods, is given by theAlgorithm1.

Therefore, at each step, coordinate vectors spanning the subspace are
created, within which the energy of the system is reduced. This is why the
small system (4) needs to be solved (most often by some direct solver). If
ω ¼ 1 it is the largest reduction (local energy minimum), which is not
necessarily optimal for global convergence. The procedure leads to a
gradient class solution method that combines iterative and direct solu-
tion strategies. If the iterative process is convergent, the sum of small-
system solutions approaches the large (original) system solution, and
the sum of small-system energies monotonically decreases and ap-
proaches the minimum of the large system [2].

For the convergence of the IRM one coordinate vector not orthogonal
to the current residual is sufficient. It can be rðiþ1Þ itself, or multiplied by
some SPD matrix. A previous solution increment pðiÞ contributes to faster
convergence, and it is also frequently used. This vector is known from the
previous step, therefore it ‘costs’ nothing, contrary to other vectors that
should be generated somehow. Such vectors are of different efficiency,
but are very freely selected – they should only be linearly independent.

The main difficulty is that the number of potentially good coordinate
vectors is very large. Unfortunately, adequate criteria for the selection of
generally efficient vectors is not known and the background theory is not
well developed. For one group of models some vectors work fine but
respond badly for another. Under such conditions, an efficient (small, fast
and model independent) subspace would be of great significance. Obvi-
ously, a novel and promising iterative solver is established, but further
theoretical and practical research is needed.

The IRM can also be considered as a generalisation of some iterative
methods [3]. Depending on the choice of coordinate vectors, solvers can
be represented or interpreted as special cases of this approach. Further-
more, it is possible to combine good properties of several methods
simultaneously. If appropriate vectors are selected, convergence should
proceed faster than using any single method considered. Here, an
improved conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm (named the IRM-CG) is
briefly presented [4], which is applicable to sparse and large SPD systems
arising in many physics applications [5, 6, 7, 8].

Algorithm 1. The basic IRM algorithm.
Require: A; b; xð0Þ; ω; ε; k; nmax {usually xð0Þ ← 0}

Ensure: xðiþ1Þ {close to x}

1: i ← 0 {initialisation: the Steepest Descent}

2: rð0Þ ← b� Axð0Þ {the initial residual}

3: q← rTð0Þrð0Þ=ðrTð0ÞArð0ÞÞ {the initial step length}

4: pð0Þ ← qrð0Þ {the initial solution increment}

5: while ðk rðiÞk2 > ε k rð0Þk2Þ ^ ði� nmaxÞ do {the Iterated Ritz method}

6: generate
�
ϕ1;ðiÞϕ2;ðiÞ …ϕm;ðiÞ

�
{define ΦðiÞ by columns}

7: AðiÞ ←
�
ϕ1;ðiÞϕ2;ðiÞ …ϕm;ðiÞ

�TA�ϕ1;ðiÞ ϕ2;ðiÞ … ϕm;ðiÞ
�
{define AðiÞ ¼ ΦT

ðiÞAΦðiÞ}

8: rðiÞ ←
�
ϕ1;ðiÞϕ2;ðiÞ …ϕm;ðiÞ

�TrðiÞ {define rðiÞ ¼ ΦT
ðiÞrðiÞ}

9: aðiÞ ← A
�1
ðiÞ rðiÞ {solve the small system AðiÞaðiÞ ¼ rðiÞ}

10: pðiÞ ←
�
ϕ1;ðiÞ ϕ2;ðiÞ … ϕm;ðiÞ

�
aðiÞ {calculate pðiÞ ¼ ΦðiÞaðiÞ}

11: xðiþ1Þ ← xðiÞ þ ωpðiÞ {solution update}

12: if imod k 6¼ 0 then {update residual every k steps}

13: rðiþ1Þ ← rðiÞ � ωApðiÞ { from the recursive relation }

14: else

15: rðiþ1Þ ← b� Axðiþ1Þ { from the equilibrium equation }

16: end if {end of residual update}

17: i ← iþ 1 { update the step counter }

18: end while {end of the Iterated Ritz method}

2

2. Non-recursive CG-like algorithm without the need to restart

The IRM-CG also starts with the Steepest Descent step. Other steps are
executed using a simple alternative to the CG simulated by the IRM with
two coordinate vectors: rðiþ1Þ and pðiÞ. Vectors span a two-dimensional
subspace. At each step, a system of two equations is solved and a local
energy minimum within that plane is found (Algorithm 2). As in the CG,
only one matrix-vector multiplication is required per step (line 13, Al-
gorithm 2), with appropriate transformations.

Local energy minima are numerically ‘exact’, contrary to the standard
CG where the solution of two equations is sought by the equivalent
recursive A-orthogonalisation. Because of the accumulation of round-off
errors, orthogonality only really exists for a few adjacent vectors and
convergence difficulties are present for large ill-conditioned systems.
Many restart [9] and preconditioning techniques [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]
improve convergence.

In the IRM-CG, error in A-orthogonality also exists, but orthogonality
is not used nor accumulated during an iterative process. Therefore,
inherited errors decrease, though non-exact arithmetic (as in every nu-
merical process) affects (but does not threaten) the convergence. As a
consequence, restarting of the IRM-CG is not needed. Further,
preconditioning-like techniques [15] can be adopted easily [4].

One more advantage of this formulation is natural adoption of the
relaxation factor. Using ω 6¼ 1, A-orthogonality is lost, which contradicts
the standard CG algorithm, which is just based on the A-orthogonality.
Therefore, only preconditioners of the classical CG could be modified by
ω.

3. The IRM-CG is equivalent to the CG

These methods are equivalent, and it is possible for them to be
interchanged [4]. Each step may be performed by the CG or the IRM-CG,
regardless of how the earlier steps were realised. If the CG is preferred,
we suggest that a single IRM-CG step is occasionally executed, before the
orthogonality error becomes too large. This could be termed ‘refresh’
rather than ‘restart’.

If exact arithmetic is considered, the IRM-CG and the CG have an
identical sequence of step results. The exact solution is obtained after the
total number of m steps, where m is the number of different ‘active’ ei-
genvalues [16]. If b is represented as a sum of eigenvectors vj, i.e.
b ¼ P

ajvj, eigenvectors (and corresponding eigenvalues) with aj 6¼ 0 are
‘active’ (‘inactive’ otherwise). Of course, m can be found only if all n
eigenpairs are detected. Multiple eigenvalues should be counted as one,
and ‘inactive’ eigenvalues are not counted at all. This comment is of less
practical significance, because the IRM-CG is interesting as an iterative,
not as a direct solution method [17]. It can be concluded that the IRM-CG
(and the CG) can be used in the study of linear switched systems [18].

4. Simple illustrative example

The above considerations are easily proved by the exact arithmetic
approach [4], which is extended to the linear structural models that are
exactly defined by the direct stiffness method. This is demonstrated by
the simple example (Figure 1). Elements of A and b are rational numbers
and integers. A system of equations is solved by the CG and the IRM-CG
with the exact arithmetic (subscript E).

Algorithm 2. The basic IRM-CG algorithm.
Require: A; b; xð0Þ; ω; ε; k; nmax {usually xð0Þ ← 0}

Ensure: xðiþ1Þ {close to x}

1: i ← 0 {initialisation: the Steepest Descent}

2: rð0Þ ← b� Axð0Þ {the initial residual}

3: q← rTð0Þrð0Þ=ðrTð0ÞArð0ÞÞ {the initial step length}

4: pð0Þ ← qrð0Þ {the initial solution increment}

(continued on next page)
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(continued )

5: βð0Þ ← Apð0Þ {the new initialisation}

6: while ðk rðiÞk2 > ε k rð0Þk2Þ ^ ði� nmaxÞ do {the IRM-CG method}

7: xðiþ1Þ ← xðiÞ þ ωpðiÞ {solution update}

8: if i mod k 6¼ 0 then {update residual every k steps}

9: rðiþ1Þ ← rðiÞ � ωβðiÞ {from the recursive relation}

10: else

11: rðiþ1Þ ← b� Axðiþ1Þ {from the equilibrium equation}

12: end if {end of residual update}

13: αðiÞ ← Arðiþ1Þ {sole matrix-vector multiplication}

14: AðiÞ ← ½rðiþ1Þ pðiÞ�T ½αðiÞ βðiÞ � {AðiÞis symmetric: rTðiþ1ÞβðiÞ ¼ pTðiÞαðiÞ}

15: rðiÞ ← ½rTðiþ1Þrðiþ1Þ ωrTðiþ1ÞpðiÞ�
T {if ω ¼ 1 the second term is zero}

16: aðiÞ ← A
�1
ðiÞ rðiÞ {solve the small system AðiÞaðiÞ ¼ rðiÞ}

17: pðiþ1Þ ← ½rðiþ1Þ pðiÞ �aðiÞ {update the solution increment}

18: βðiþ1Þ ← ½αðiÞ βðiÞ�aðiÞ {update β}

19: i ← iþ 1 {update the step counter}

20: end while {end of the IRM-CG method}

In numerical computation, the set of real numbers is in fact approx-
imated by the set of rational numbers represented to a fixed number of
decimal digits chosen in advance [19, 20]. On the contrary, by using the
exact arithmetic approach we always manipulate with the whole
numbers, fractions, constants like π and e, the nth root of such numbers
and so on. Generally, we operate with symbolic expressions. Compared to
numerical computation, this is a demanding strategy which may result in
very complicated and lengthy output, but it is not affected by the
rounding error. Such error is completely avoided.

Both algorithms are realised with the Wolfram Language [21] used in
the WolframMathematica, version 11.3 [22]. Briefly, if all input data are
given as fractions and integers, the Wolfram Language retains the
rational arithmetic during execution. Results at every step, (such as re-
siduals, displacements, reactions or internal forces) are also exact and are
the same by both methods. The system has 8 DoF and 6 active eigen-
vectors, because a3 and a7 are zero (as an integer). Therefore, six steps
are needed to obtain the solution. After initialisation and k rð0Þk2 ¼ 1,
remaining relative residual norms are:

1
2
; 3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
15881

p

814
; 48

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1134618045

p

20474189
; 24

ffiffiffiffiffi
⋯

p
⋯

; 2306892210264
ffiffiffiffiffi
⋯

p
⋯

; 0 (5)

The fourth and the fifth norm contain very large integers (marked
with dots) and are not included here. The sixth norm is exact zero. Final
displacement components are
Figure 1. Relative residual norms of the exact (E) and double-precision (DP)
implementation of the IRM–CG and the CG applied to simple structural system.

3

xð6Þ¼1
a

h
1440 11440004167 3840 0 22880008334 �1440 ⋯

64 …

iT
(6)
where a ¼ 39440013077. The last two values are also too large to show
them here. It is worth noting that, because of the beam symmetry con-
dition, the fourth DoF (rotation of the second joint) is also the integer
zero. Even for a such small system precision deteriorates, if a double-
precision arithmetic is used (subscript DP). Therefore, the solution is
found after two more (eight) steps, providing ε � 10�10 is satisified (see
Figure 1).

5. Check of the algorithm stability

For such a small example, an exact check of the algorithm stability is
possible. Because the number of operations is small and the rounding
error is negligible, both methods are intentionally perturbed by δ ¼ 1[4],
added (for example) to the seventh component of pð1Þ (at the end of the
first step):

p7;ð1Þ ← p7;ð1Þ þ δ (7)

This effect is similar to the loss of orthogonality, which is common for
the iterative methods, if applied to large and ill-conditioned systems.
Then, exact arithmetic is again used to obtain the solution. Even with the
perturbation, IRM–CG gives an exact result, because δ is in the loading
(residual) direction and therefore lies in the plane spanned by the coor-
dinate vectors. In this particular case, the behaviour of the IRM-CG is as if
δ ¼ 0 (Figure 2).

Roughly, if δ is split into two components at each step, the one inside,
and the other orthogonal to the plane, the first component is exactly
resolved and does not produce inherited error. Using CG, both compo-
nents cause propagation of error and twomore steps are needed to obtain
the solution. Similar behaviour is noticed in the double-precision envi-
ronment (added to Figure 2).

Such perturbations may be ‘induced’ by the program code of any
solution method. Convergence is then verified by comparing the results
obtained with exact and floating point implementation.

6. More general examples

Consider a larger model – minimally supported (externally statically
determinate) cube, loaded with the unit force at the top (Figure 3a). The
cube is discretised by a single Lagrangian C 0

finite element with 192
DoF. Inner nodes are not statically condensed (but without loss of gen-
erality they can be) and the stiffness matrix is resolved exactly, using
rational numbers [23]. Corner stiffnesses are defined similarly and are
Figure 2. Previous example solved similarly, but with the perturbation ofp7;ð1Þ.
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used to control the condition number κðAÞ, calculated as the ratio of the
extreme eigenvalues.

Regardless of κðAÞ, exact relative residual norms are the same for both
methods, and the processes stop afterm ¼ 188 steps. This is because four
inactive eigenvalues (eigenvectors orthogonal to the loading) are
detected. The last residual norm is integer zero, k rð188Þk2 ¼ 0, which
means that exact solution of a numerical model is obtained, xð188Þ ¼ x.
Just for curiosity's sake, vertical deflection of the loaded point (last,
192th component of vector x is:

x192;ð188Þ ¼ � 644640386824103250664532957920437457759325413
288744303487566466737409740217179460197860000

(8)

In the numerical environment, methods respond similarly to a well-
conditioned model (Figure 3a), but for the ill-conditioned case the
IRM–CG is more stable, especially if higher accuracy (ε ¼ 10�10) is
needed (Figure 3b). Of course, approximate results (for example xð405Þ
Figure 3. Relative residual norms of the exact and double-precision implementation o
κðAÞ ¼ 7:7 �105, b).κðAÞ ¼ 6:4 �1012.

4

and xð420Þ, or xð659Þ and xð847Þ) are mutually close and match the exact
solution xð188Þ reasonably well.

This strategy can also be applied tomore complexmodels (not only) from
structural engineering practice, in a combination of variousfinite elements. If
a stiffness matrix is not exactly defined, it is always possible to be rational-
ised. Elements that are very close to zero could be replaced by the exact
integer zero. Using this strategy, the initial roundoff error remains, but it is
not accumulated during the solution process (providing exact arithmetic is
used). The result is very close to the exact solution of a numerical model
xðmÞ � x. In other words, using rationalisation a slightly different model is
obtained, but it can be solved exactly. Again, detailed algorithm performance
(various steps and final results) can be compared with that obtained by the
floating point arithmetic, executedwith various numbers of significant digits.

For example, the model from Figure 4 comprises beam and thin shell
elements with displacements and rotations as unknowns. The system has
pinned supports and is loaded by two unit moments applied at the centres
of the plates. Here, the condition number is controlled by changing the
f the CG and the IRM–CG applied to the finite element analysis of cube model: a)
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stiffnesses of two corner columns denoted by A. The system has 183
unknowns and all eigenvectors are active (all aj 6¼ 0, thus m ¼ n).
Therefore, using exact arithmetic, the solution is found after 183 steps
(Figures 4a and 4b). As in the previous example, the IRM–CG is better for
the non-well-posed problem, if higher accuracy hasto be achieved.

Interestingly, there is a large difference in the number of steps be-
tween the exact and double-precision approach, even for a well-
conditioned systems. Curves are mutually close only at the early stage
of calculation (at the very beginning they practically collide), because
rounding error is not accumulated enough.

Obviously, an increase of the accuracy to more than 16 decimal digits
of mantissa may be justified. With more significant figures, residual
curves that correspond to the numerical implementation of methods are
closer to each other, and converge to the curve of the exact approach. In
the limiting case (theoretically, for an infinite number of digits), all three
curves must collide. For reasons of clarity, residual functions obtained by
the higher precision arithmetic are not added to the figures.
Figure 4. Relative residual norms of the exact and double-precision implementation
structure: a) κðAÞ ¼ 1:1 �105, b).κðAÞ ¼ 7:9 �108.

5

It should be emphasized that, albeit more realistic, small systems are
analysed herein. If the results from Figures 3 or 4 were to be valid for a
large system, the methods would be inefficient. In practice, it is just the
opposite – the number of steps is much smaller than the number of un-
knowns. An explanation is given in Figure 5, where a typical decrease of
the residual norm for a large number of DoFs (active eigenvalues m) is
sketched.

If we look at the energy (hyper)ellipsoids, the exact CG path to the
minimum (solution point) usually consists of smaller number of steps
than the path that is obtained by the numerical approaches. However,
in very rare situations, rounding errors may be beneficial and direct the
path more towards the subspace spanned by only several ellipsoid axes,
or push it closer to the just one axis, or much better, near the minimum
point, making the number of steps even smaller. In such exceptional
cases, the residual curve corresponding to the floating-point arith-
metic lies below the curve of the exact approach. Furthermore, in
that scenario, round-off errors are not highly accumulated, and they
of the CG and the IRM – CG applied to the finite element analysis of two-story



Figure 5. Typical decrease of the relative residual norms for large system.
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rather very often cancel each other out during the solution process
[24].

Consider a diagonal system with aj;j ¼ j� 1=2 and bj ¼ 1 (j ¼ 1;…;

10), which we intend to solve exactly. If the initial perturbation s of the
IRM–CG is imposed such that q ← srð0Þ=ðsTAsÞ and pð0Þ ← qs (lines 3 and
4 of the Algorithm 2 are modified for that purpose); after some trial and
error we found that s ¼ ½ 201 60 29 22 17 15 14 11 10 9 �T
directs the solution path more towards the minimum and for i < 10 the
iterative process behaves better than if such perturbation is missing
(Figure 6). Of course, at i ¼ 10 the residual curve of the unperturbed
process finishes – drops to infinity, because m ¼ 10 and rð10Þ ¼ 0 (this is
the exact zero vector). For 10 < i � 30 the perturbed process continues
until ε ¼ 10�10 is satisfied.

It should be stressed that if large systems are considered, a large
number of operations would be executed and the rounding error may
seriously deteriorate the solution, especially if the condition number is
large. In the nonlinear environment, a system should be solved multiple
times and the number of operations additionally rises. It is not possible to
estimate the influence of the rounding error just by checking the results.
Furthermore, double precision is not the complete answer to such trou-
bles, as has been frequently said.
Figure 6. Exact relative residual norms of standard and perturbed IRM–CG.

6

7. Possibilities for large systems

If a large system of equations needs to be solved, more steps, com-
puter memory, and time are required to obtain (not only) an exact so-
lution. Symbolic expressions become very complicated, while whole
numbers and fractions grow enormously. Such problems can be over-
come by three strategies.

First, instead of solving exactly, arbitrary-precision arithmetic (with
more significant figures than fixed-precision arithmetic) may be applied.
In that case, not exact, but very accurate solutions may be found.

Second, an inversemethodcanbeused toestablish abenchmark. Simply
put,a systemmatrix ismultipliedbysomesolution tofind thecorresponding
right-handsidevector.The inputdataandmatrix-vectormultiplicationneed
to be exact. Such an example is then solved by some numerical (here itera-
tive) method, and the results should be easily compared.

Third, systems with a diagonal matrix may provide an interesting
approach. This strategy is based on the consequences of the spectral
theorem. Briefly, every SPD matrix can be diagonalised as VTAV, with
diagonal elements as eigenvalues and V ¼ ½ v1 v2 … vn �. The spectra
of the original and diagonal matrix are the same. The corresponding
right-hand side vector is VTb. This transformation is actually a rotation
such that the eigenvectors become parallel to the space coordinate axes.
If the original system is solved using the IRM–CG or the CG and steps are
then transformed (rotated to that specific position), the results are equal
as if the methods had been directly applied to a diagonal system.
Therefore, work with a diagonal or original matrix is equivalent (except
for the rounding errors if floating-point arithmetic is used).

It should be mentioned that this transformation is based on the
eigensolution, which is more ‘expensive’ than the solution of the corre-
sponding system. Therefore, such a strategy (mostly) makes no sense for
real-life engineering problems; it could only be used for clever bench-
marks and for tests used to analyse various numerical methods.

Furthermore, for such experiments (with either exact or floating-
point arithmetic) the above mentioned transformations of the original
matrix are not needed. Put simply, an appropriate diagonal matrix is
formed directly. Here ‘appropriate’ means that the matrix spectrum,
condition number, or eigenvalue distribution are easily controlled and
that their effects on solver performance could be clearly recognised.
Moreover, even for large systems, memory and time requirements are not
very demanding and change of the residual spectrum [2, 3] over steps is
easy to follow. Of course, purpose of this approach is not to efficiently
solve a system, but to get insight into the behaviour of iterative methods.
Solution to a diagonal system is easily obtained directly, because equa-
tions are mutually independent.

8. Conclusion

With the rapid development of computer algebra systems, exact
arithmetic has become a very useful tool for the convergence assessment
of numerical solution methods. Herein, a simple equivalent to the CG
named the IRM-CG was tested. The method is not based on conjugacy;
therefore, it has several advantages over the classical CG.

Its good behaviour is confirmed by analysing three structural engi-
neering examples, which are exactly and numerically solved using both
methods. Algorithms are realized using Wolfram Mathematica. Because
the methods are equivalent, the exact residual curves always collide and
for relatively small condition number they are pretty close. However, for
large (and still acceptable) condition number, the results differ in favour
of the IRM-CG. Therefore, the method is considered to be very stable, and
it should be useful for not well-behaved problems, especially if stronger
convergence criterion is adopted. Additionally, even if the CG is
preferred as the solution method, it can be restarted using the IRM-CG,
which may be called “refresh” instead of “restart”.

Two more things should be mentioned. First, the stiffness matrix
and the load vector from the finite element analysis model may always
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be rationalised. In such cases, a slightly different model is obtained,
but it can be exactly solved. This strategy greatly increases the number
of problems that can be attacked by this approach. Second, if a large
system of equations is considered, three ideas may be exploited:
arbitrary precision arithmetic, the inverse solution method and the
controlled diagonal system. All can help to overcome the computing
demands of the exact arithmetic if larger systems are analysed.

Finally, we start considering a parallel implementation and nonlinear
approach to algorithms 1 and 2. Such strategies are extremely useful for
large linear and nonlinear models because number of operations and
solution time increase rapidly with the number of unknowns. Addition-
ally, the property of conjugacy, which underlies many iterative methods
and is valid only for linear models, is not absolutely necessary here.
Therefore, we expect that the IRM and the IRM-CG can be very efficient
in the nonlinear environment (including optimisation) where conjugacy
is not even defined.

Using this methodology, together with the increased computing
power, it is possible to establish exact or very precise and more realistic
benchmarks for algorithm performance testing.
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